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 Join the New
timeXtender removes all the expensive and time-consuming backend concerns typically associated  
with Business Intelligence. With one application you can handle both ETL, data warehousing,  
and cube building. 

timeXtender reduces the technical challenges of Business Intelligence by automatically generating  
all the underlying SQL code. Your organization will benefit from a completely flexible and straightforward  
solution. There is no proprietary code - it’s all standard SQL.



 BI Revolution
With timeXtender you can extract data from all your business systems and data sources  
including Dynamics NAV, Dynamics AX , SAP, Microsoft Excel, IBM DB2, Oracle® RDBMS  
and many more.

www.timextender.com



 Immediate Results
  With minimal effort and low up-front investment, timeXtender immediately enables Business Intelligence  
for everyone in your organization. 

  timeXtender gives you the fastest delivery cycle from implementation through to dashboards,  
reports and scorecards.

  timeXtender takes months off the Business Intelligence implementation process by giving you immediate  
access to data warehouse and cube templates designed for your IT system and industry.

   timeXtender is easy to use and learn. Therefore, when you choose timeXtender, you acquire a  
Business Intelligence solution that creates less work in your organization. 



   timeXtender is the smarter way of working with Business Intelligence. It eliminates all the  
complicated and deeply technical issues of traditional Business Intelligence tools.

   timeXtender replaces the complex Business Intelligence backend with a single graphical user interface for  
ETL, data warehousing, and cube building. It removes the need for a big pile of expensive tools.

   The ability to quickly change your timeXtender based BI solution means that you can accommodate the  
need for new reports or queries at low cost. 

Agile



   timeXtender enables you to find the valuable information you know is there and empowers  
your employees to actually use it and move your business forward.

    With timeXtender you improve the accuracy of your information by getting rid of incorrect,  
incomplete, or obsolete data.

   timeXtender integrates data from across your organization and provides an easy path to  
actionable information.

   timeXtender gives you the insights that enable you to pick out trends and be proactive in responding  
to changing customer needs and market demands.

 Quality Information



   Faster deployment cycles mean that timeXtender slashes the costs of going live with Business Intelligence.

   Your total cost of ownership (TCO) is low because timeXtender minimizes the expenses and time  
associated with customizations and maintenance.

   timeXtender reduces the cost and time needed to acquire and share information throughout  
your company – enabling you to turn 50 hours of work into 50 minutes. You achieve a fast and high  
return on investment (ROI.) 

Affordable



   With timeXtender you are free to select any front-end tool that meets your needs for viewing dashboards, 
scorecards, and reports. 

   timeXtender can also be used with the applications your employees are already familiar with including  
Microsoft Excel, Microsoft SharePoint, Targit or similar. They’ll feel comfortable doing their tasks,  
and no expensive training is required.

   timeXtender bring together information from all your sources in one place, and enable you to set new goals.

Any Frontend



   timeXtender is a quality engine based on Microsoft SQL Server that enables and accelerates  
Business Intelligence for any organization.

   timeXtender auto-generates the underlying standard SQL code of your Business Intelligence solution. 

   The generated code is readily available - there’s no mumbo-jumbo and nothing is hidden.  

 Plain SQL
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